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a b s t r a c t

Reconstructions of the global production rate of the cosmogenic isotope 10Be from sedimentary records
of authigenic 10Be/9Be ratios have been successfully used to obtain independent estimates of geomag-
netic dipole moment variations caused by field excursions or reversals. In this study, we assess the
reliability of 10Be/9Be as a proxy for the cosmogenic 10Be production rate by evaluating two potential
biasing sources represented by sediment composition and climatic modulation. For this purpose, we
compare five high-resolution 10Be/9Be records of the Matuyama-Brunhes (M-B) field reversal from
sediment cores of the Indian, West Pacific, and North Atlantic oceans. Significant increase of 10Be/9Be
ratios at �774 ka is explained in terms of the dominant control of geomagnetic modulation during the M-
B reversal. Results do not support the existence of a direct proportionality between measured sedi-
mentary 10Be/9Be ratio and cosmogenic 10Be production rate, as shown by 10Be/9Be records that offset
relative to each other during and outside the M-B reversal.

Residual differences between offset-corrected rescaled records do not appear to be related to an
incomplete correction of variable sediment scavenging efficiencies by 9Be normalization. Instead, these
differences can be explained by a common climatic modulation model, assuming a linear relation be-
tween 10Be/9Be and the global 10Be production rate with site- and time-dependent additive and multi-
plicative coefficients. These coefficients are linear functions of a single global climate proxy identified
with the benthic d18O record. Additive coefficients are almost constant in time and can represent up to
�60% of the average 10Be/9Be value during periods of stable field polarity. Multiplicative coefficients are
also site-specific, with mean values representing the bulk scavenging efficiency of the site, and variations
about this mean expressing a multiplicative climatic modulation of the 10Be production rate. The
amplitude of this modulation amounts to 10e15% of the maximum variations recorded during the M-B
reversal and is sufficiently large to mask minor variations of the dipole moment during stable polarity
periods. Reconstructions of the geomagnetic dipole intensity can benefit from the information about
climatic modulation effects gained with our modelling approach. Best suited sites for magnetic field
reconstructions should be characterized by minimal Be-recycling contributions from ancient 10Be res-
ervoirs and minimal climatic modulation, as far as it can be determined from relative comparisons with
other records. These conditions are most likely encountered in open basins at sites (1) with < 2.8 km
water depth, (2) > 200 km offshore, and (3) located underneath a large current system extending over
regions with minimum terrigenous inputs. Scaling all records with respect to a chosen reference enables
to produce 10Be/9Be stacks with reduced noise and short-term local environmental effects. Differences
between stacks obtained in this manner highlight global climatic effects that need to be considered when
generating calibrated reconstructions of the geomagnetic dipole moment.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Geomagnetic field intensity reconstructions over the lastmillion
years rely mostly on relative paleointensity (RPI) records that have
been gathered for the past 30 years, and on their calibration with
absolute paleointensity data, for instance from volcanic records
(Valet, 2003). Production rate of cosmogenic nuclides offers an
alternative way of tracking the geomagnetic intensity through time
(Elsasser et al., 1956). The cosmogenic nuclide Beryllium-10 (10Be)
forms mostly in the atmosphere by a spallation process involving
collisions of high-energy cosmic particles with nitrogen and oxygen
atoms (Lal and Peters, 1967). The 10Be production rate depends on
variations of the incoming flux of primary galactic cosmic rays,
which is modulated by the geomagnetic field strength and by the
solar activity (Kocharov et al., 1989; Beer et al., 2012; Lal and Peters,
1967; Blinov, 1988). During periods of low geomagnetic dipole
strength and, therefore, lower cutoff-rigidity, the increased cosmic
ray flux generates additional atomic collisions, increasing the
cosmogenic nuclides production rate. The relationship between
dipole strength and production rate is well constrained by cosmic
ray trajectory calculations (Masarik and Beer,1999, 2009; Poluianov
et al., 2016). These calculations predict a�2.2� enhancement of the
global 10Be production rate when the geomagnetic dipole moment
decreases from its modern value (� 7:8� 1022Am2) to zero
(Heikill€a et al., 2009; Poluianov et al., 2016).

Once produced, cosmogenic 10Be is readily removed from the
atmosphere by aerosols (Heikill€a et al., 2008a) and, for the most
part, by wet precipitation (Arnold et al., 1956; Goel et al., 1956;
Heikill€a and Smith, 2013). After reaching the Earth’s surface, 10Be is
further transported on land and in the oceans, where it is scav-
enged by suspendedmatter and finally deposited in sediments (von
Blanckenburg and Bouchez 2014). Accordingly, the geomagnetic
dipole moment can be reconstructed from properly normalized
10Be records using the geomagnetic modulation function obtained
from production models (e.g. Raisbeck et al., 1985; Frank et al.,
1997; Simon et al., 2020). A major advantage of this technique is
that 10Be records are much less sensitive to local field anomalies
than paleomagnetic reconstructions of the virtual axial dipole
moment (VADM), owing to the global atmospheric redistribution of
cosmogenic 10Be (Heikill€a and Smith, 2013). On the other hand, the
sedimentary 10Be flux is strongly modulated by atmospheric scav-
enging patterns (Field et al., 2006; Heikill€a et al., 2009), by the
transport paths on land and in the oceans (von Blanckenburg et al.,
2012), and by the sediment scavenging efficiency (Anderson et al.,
1990).

Scavenging of dissolved Be by suspended particles proceeds
through incorporation in a continuously growing authigenic rim
(Wittmann et al., 2017). The scavenging efficiency depends on
particle size and composition (Mangini et al., 1984; Chase et al.,
2002; Christl et al., 2003; Wittmann et al., 2012): opal and litho-
genic phases are efficient beryllium scavengers contrary to CaCO3
(Chase et al., 2002; Luo and Ku, 2004). The effect of scavenging
efficiency variations can be eliminated by normalizing 10Be with
the stable 9Be isotope that is released by weathering rocks
(Measures and Edmond, 1983; von Blanckenburg et al., 2012) and
uptaken by the same particles (Sharma et al., 1987). The isotopic
ratio 10Be/9Be obtained from the measurement of reactive Be
selectively extracted from the authigenic rim is therefore identical
to that of the dissolved isotopes (Southon et al., 1987; Bourl�es et al.,
1989a; Anderson et al., 1990; Ku et al., 1990; McHargue and Damon,
1991; Simon et al., 2016b, 2018a). Even so, the 10Be/9Be ratio is not a
globally homogeneous proxy of cosmogenic 10Be production, due to
the different distribution of 10Be and 9Be sources, which make the
two isotopes undergo different transport paths (von Blanckenburg
and Igel, 1999; von Blanckenburg et al., 2012). These paths are
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responsible for systematic differences between ocean basins, and to
a certain degree, within basins (Bourl�es et al., 1989a; Ku et al., 1990;
von Blanckenburg and Bouchez, 2014; von Blanckenburg et al.,
2015; Simon et al., 2018b). As long as the beryllium redistribution
patterns are constant over time, 10Be/9Be records remain propor-
tional to the global cosmogenic production rate and can be used for
geomagnetic dipole moment reconstructions after proper site-
specific normalization (e.g. Simon et al., 2016a; Simon et al.,
2020). Climatic variations might change the beryllium redistribu-
tion patterns, introducing an unwanted environmental modulation
that has never been properly quantified in marine sedimentary
sequences.

The most direct evidence for the field recording capability of
sedimentary 10Be/9Be records comes from peak values corre-
sponding to significant geomagnetic events, such as the last
geomagnetic reversal (Matuyama-Brunhes, shortly M-B), recorded
in marine sediments and loess deposits (Raisbeck et al., 1985;
Carcaillet et al., 2004; Suganuma et al., 2010; M�enabr�eaz et al.,
2014; Valet et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014; Simon et al., 2016a,
2018a) as well as in the EPICA Dome C polar ice core (Raisbeck et al.,
2007). Here, we compare high-resolution sedimentary 10Be/9Be
records of the M-B reversal from the North Atlantic, Indian and
Pacific oceans, showing that a site-specific normalization, onwhich
current dipole moment reconstructions are based, is not sufficient
for estimating the global 10Be production rate required by dipole
moment reconstructions. We modeled pairwise differences be-
tween 10Be/9Be records assuming that they contain two compo-
nents: one that reflects differences in the efficiency with which
freshly produced cosmogenic 10Be is transported to the ocean floor,
and the other representing site-specific 10Be inputs that do not vary
synchronously with the cosmogenic production rate. The first
component is modulated by a single climatic proxy, identified with
the oxygen isotope ratio, reflecting glacial-interglacial cycles. The
second component must originate from 10Be reservoirs with resi-
dence times >100 ka or from the reactive transport of exchange-
able Be within the sedimentary column. Once these components
are identified, it is possible to isolate the synchronous response of
individual records to variations of the global 10Be production rate
and remove the differences between records caused by global cli-
matic effects. The resulting corrected isotopic ratios can be stacked
onto a suitably chosen reference record. While only relative dif-
ferences caused by global climatic changes can be removed with
this procedure, it is still possible to minimize the residual signal
contamination. The gained information can be used to obtain
optimised reconstructions of the geomagnetic dipole, as shown in a
following article.

2. Environmental setting and lithology

The data set used in this study comprises five high-resolution
beryllium records (Valet et al., 2014, 2019; Simon et al., 2018 a,b)
and one record with lower sampling rate (M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014),
obtained from piston cores from the Indian, western Equatorial
Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans (Fig. 1) (Horng et al., 2002; Valet
et al., 2014, 2016; M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014; Simon et al., 2018 a,b).
Cores MD90-0949 (2�06.900 N; 76�06.500 E) and MD90-0961
(5�03.710 N; 73�52.57’ E) were collected during the SEYMAMA
research cruise of the R/V Marion Dufresne in 1990. The 28-m long
core MD90-0949 is dominated by green to gray calcareous nan-
nofossil ooze with coccoliths and foraminifera while the non-
carbonate fraction mostly consists of terrigenous clays and, to a
lesser extent, biogenic silica (Bassinot, 1993). Core MD90-0961 is
45-m long and composed of calcareous nanofossil ooze with
abundant foraminifera (Valet et al., 2014). It was retrieved on the
eastern margin of the Chagos-Maldive-Laccadive Ridge, which
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stretches nearly 3000 km (Backman et al., 1988) along the 73�

meridian.
Core MD98-2183 (2�00.820 N; 135�01.260 E) was sampled by the

R/V Marion-Dufresne in the West Caroline basin of the Western
Pacific Ocean during the IMAGES IV cruise and consists of hemi-
pelagic clay with calcareous and siliceous microfossils (Yamazaki
and Oda, 2004). The basin is mainly influenced by nutrient sup-
ply from sinking particles in coastal regions in the Philippine and
Indonesian Islands while the lithogenic input is dominated by clay
minerals (Kawahata et al., 1998). The site is located on the path of
the Equatorial counter current (surface/intermediate layer), which
includes the west-east return current (Tchernia, 1980), the Atlantic
Intermediate waters and the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water. The
deep-water circulation is dominated by the Lower Circumpolar
Water that partially proceeds along the southern boundary of the
east Caroline Basin, flowing northward in the western East Caroline
Basin (Kawabe et al., 2003). Core MD97-2143 was taken from the
Benham Rise in theWest Philippine Sea (15�52.260 N; 124�38.960 E)
during the IMAGES III-IPHIS-Leg II Cruise. The site is characterized
by the absence of significant bottom currents. The Benham Rise is
230 km away from Luzon Island, which has a narrow continental
coast (Yu et al., 2016). The late Quaternary sediments are mainly
composed of calcareous nannofossil ooze with foraminifera and
volcanic debris (Wei and Lee, 1998). Terrigenous detrital material is
virtually absent andminor amounts of pelagic clay confirm that the
Benham Rise has been shielded from supply of terrigenous Luzon
Island and other continental landmass detritus. Yu et al. (2016)
carried out a clay mineralogy analysis of sediment from the
closeby core MD06-3050 (15�57.090 N,124�46.770 E) and concluded
that the detrital material mainly originated from Luzon volcanic
rocks and eolian dust fromAsian deserts. SiteMD05-2930 is located
on the north coast of Papua New Guinea in the Bismarck Sea (2�510

S; 144�32’ E). This sedimentary sequence was retrieved at 1490 m
water depth and is mainly consist of homogeneous gray-green
clayey and silty clayey muds, rich in foraminifera (M�enabr�eaz
et al., 2014).

Finally, core MD95-2016 is composed of a mixture of silt clay
and nano-ooze. It was taken during the IMAGES I leg IV campaign in
the North Atlantic Ocean (57�42.460 N; 29�25.44’W) approximately
800 km away from the coast on the crest of the Reykjanes Ridge
located on the pathway of the Iceland-Scotland Overflow water
(Zou et al., 2017) which plays an important role for sediment
composition and redistribution (Gehrke et al., 1996). At high
northern latitudes, terrigenous input dominated during glacial
Fig. 1. Bathymetric map showing the location of investigated cores and the main o
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periods in the northeast Atlantic Ocean. Turbidity currents, bottom
currents, wind, and ice are potential transporters of terrigenous
detritus from the continents (Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1976).

Additional beryllium-9 measurements from three cores were
included in this study for comparison purposes. MD96-2077
(33�170 S; 31�250 E) was retrieved from 3781 m depth at the Natal
Valley in the subtropical Indian Ocean during the MD105 (Images
II) campaign. The sediments consist of nanno and nannofossil oozes
with periodically occurring gray to brownish layers of mud and clay
intraclasts, frequently bioturbated. Site ODP 851 (2�460N; 110�340

W) is located near the northern extent of the westward-flowing
South Equatorial Current (SEC) and near the southern limit of the
seasonal migration of the boundary between the North Equatorial
Countercurrent (NECC). The sedimentary sequence can be
described as a single lithologic unit composed of a mixture of
foraminifer nannofossil and diatom nannofossil oozes (Mayer et al.,
1992). Lastly, core MD05-2920 was retrieved in 2005 in the north
coast of Papua New Guinea, in the Bismark Sea (2�510 S; 144�320 E).
Sediments are mainly composed of homogenous greyish olive clay,
with dispersed foraminifers and occasional black lenses of organic
matter (Beaufort et al., 2005). The carbonate and terrigeneous
fractions proportions are � 70% and � 25% respectively in the top
core sediments (Tachikawa et al., 2011). The reader is referred to
M�enabr�eaz et al. (2012, 2014) and Simon et al. (2016a, 2020) for Be
data.

3. Methods and measurements

3.1. Beryllium isotope measurements

Samples of �1 g dry sediment were processed for Be isotope
analyses following the chemical procedure described in Simon et al.
(2016b). The leaching technique of Bourl�es et al. (1989a) allows
extracting both isotopes in the phase that corresponds to the
equilibrated authigenic fraction of soluble 10Be and 9Be. Approxi-
mately 70% and 40% of authigenic 10Be and 9Be, respectively, are
carried by iron and manganese oxyhydroxides, and the rest is
attributed to exchangeable and carbonated fractions (Bourl�es et al.,
1989b). Because both isotopes have identical chemical properties,
10Be/9Be obtained by this technique is supposedly insensitive to
downcore lithological changes (Henken-Meillies et al., 1990; Simon
et al., 2016b). The natural authigenic 9Be concentration was
measured using a graphite-furnace atomic absorption spectro-
photometer (AAS) with double-beam correction. The 10Be
ceanic currents. Sites marked with bigger font are the high-resolution records.



Table 1
Mean deposition rates (vsed) deduced from the age model described in section 3.2,
mean CaCO3 content with variations measured within the indicated interval in the
core, water depth (Hw), and distance to the nearest coast (D). The deposition rate for
cores in italic and mean CaCO3 value for MD96-2077 are taken from the references
(M�enabr�eaz et al., 2012 (MD05-2920); Rickaby et al., 2007 (MD96-2077);
M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014 (MD05-2930); Mayer et al., 1992 (ODP851)).

core vsed CaCO3 core depth Hw D

cm/ka % cm m km

MD98-2183 2±0:61 7.91±7:60 2980e3089 4388 328
MD97-2143 1.2 ±0:26 21.52 ±11:2 1475e1634 2989 205
MD90-0949 1.8±0:32 62.55±5:54 2022e2138 3600 280
MD90-0961 3.8±0:49 63.93±2:68 3533e3800 2450 35
MD95-2016 2.7±0:5 18±6:39 2997e3177 2318 760
MD96-2077 4.5±2:36 57±6:43 0e2780 3781 266
MD05-2920 13 34±6:12 1010e3610 1848 130
MD05-2930 4.4 e 3000e3500 1490 162
ODP851 1.8±0:41 78±7:47 1304e2100 3760 2200
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concentration was measured after chemical preparation at the
French accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) national facility AS-
TER (CEREGE). Chemistry blank ratios range from 10�14 to 10�15,
what is at least 3 order of magnitude lower than the sample
10Be/9Be ratios. Concentration values were corrected for radioactive
decay using the 10Be half-life of 1.387±0.012 Myr (Chmeleff et al.,
2010; Korschinek et al., 2010).

3.2. Oxygen isotopes and age model

Age-depth models for the five cores were established using
high-resolution stable oxygen isotopic records from benthic and
planktonic foraminifera species. Depending on the amount of
available foraminifera, analyses were performed on a VG-Optima or
an Elementar Isoprime dual-inlet mass spectrometer. All results are
expressed as d18O with respect to the V-PDB standard. The external
analytical reproducibility is ±0.05‰(1s) as determined from
replicate measurements of a laboratory carbonate standard. As-
tronomical age models for cores MD90-0949/961, MD95-2016 and
MD98-2183 were derived by tuning the benthic d18O records of
Cibicides wuellestorfi to the LR04 stack (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005)
using a two-steps approach (Simon et al., 2018b; Valet et al., 2019).
First, uncalibrated depth-agemodels were constructed by assigning
a common depth to all records after correlating the individual d18O
records. The composite record of the sister cores MD90-0961/963
with the largest depositional rates and highest oxygen isotope
resolution was then chosen as internal reference (Bassinot et al.,
1994; Valet et al., 2014). Identification of the Australasian micro-
tektite event (e.g. Valet et al., 2019) at the beginning of termination
IX, the transition from the Marine Isotopic Stage (MIS) 20 to MIS19
provided an additional, independent tie-point for the two Indian
Ocean cores. The limited thickness of the microtektite layer relative
to the interval of increased 10Be/9Be values associated with the M-B
reversal excludes significant smoothing effects over the transition
timescale (Supplementary Fig. 1). In particular, the peak of 10Be/9Be
records corresponding to the disappearance of the dipole field
component is not expected to be affected by sediment mixing. After
correlating all individual d18O profiles to the MD90-0961/0963
reference record, the age model was developed by tuning the
benthic d18O record fromMD90-0961/0963 depth scale to the LR04
stack. This strategy allowed us to represent all records on a com-
mon time scale using coherent stratigraphic approach. The age
model for MD97-2143 was obtained after correlating its 10Be/9Be
record with that of core MD90-0961. The average deposition rates
derived from the age model of each core are summarised in Table 1.
They are comprised between 1.2 cm/ka (core MD97-2143) and 3.8
cm/ka (core MD90-0961).

3.3. Calcium carbonate measurements

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) measurements were performed on
samples taken at 4 cm intervals in cores MD90-0949, MD90-0961,
MD95-2016, MD97-2143 and MD98-2183. The total carbonate
content (in weight %) was determined from the pressure of CO2
released through the reaction of 1 mg of dry grounded sediment
with hydrochloric acid. CaCO3 contents range from a few percents
to more than 75% with small fluctuations in each core (Table 1). For
comparison reasons, we added data from core MD05-2920 (west-
ern equatorial Pacific Ocean, 2.51�S, 144.32�E) (Tachikawa et al.,
2011), ODP site 851D (eastern equatorial Pacific) (Mayer et al.,
1992), and MD96-2077 (subtropical Indian Ocean, 33.17�S,
31.25�E) (Bard and Rickaby, 2009).

The scavenging efficiency of bulk sediment is affected by the
carbonate content, owing to the much smaller partition coefficient
of CaCO3 (Kdz1e3� 104 ml/g) with respect to other sedimentary
4

components, such as lithogenic fractions (1.5e3.8 � 106ml/g),
organic matter (� 22� 106 ml/g) and biogenic silica (0.75e1�
106 ml/g) (Luo and Ku, 2004; Li et al., 2005). Indeed, we find a
negative correlation between the CaCO3 content and 9Be concen-
trations in our sediments (Fig. 2a), similar to that expected from the
binary mixture of low-Kd CaCO3 with other high-Kd sedimentary
components. The scavenging efficiency of sediments containing
large amounts of biogenic carbonates is also affected by the
Kd-independent incorporation of Be in foraminifera (Dong et al.,
2001). Extrapolation of highly carbonated sediment data to 100%
CaCO3 yields a limit 9Be concentration of up to 50 ppb (3.3�
1015 at/g), compared to �10 ppb (0.67� 1015 at/g) measured in
fresh foraminiferal calcite (Dong et al., 2001). As expected, 10Be/9Be
is not systematically affected by the CaCO3 content (Fig. 2b).
4. Sedimentary 10Be/9Be records of the M-B reversal

The underlying assumption of present 10Be-based geomagnetic
dipole moment reconstructions is that 10Be/9Be is directly propor-
tional to the global 10Be production rate, due to the dominant
dipolar control and fast atmospheric mixing. In this case, a site-
specific, time-independent proportionality constant for each re-
cord can be empirically derived from the comparison of measured
10Be/9Be values with the 10Be production rate predicted for a given
time with known VADM, or with a long-term average. In this sce-
nario, records of the same geomagnetic event, here the M-B
reversal, should be proportional to each other. This is not the case,
however, as seen from the maximum relative 10Be/9Be increase
during the M-B transition with respect to background levels before
(808e850 ka) and after (707e743 ka) this event (Fig. 3a), which
ranges from �150% for MD90-0949 to �220% for MD90-0961. On
the other hand, all records share very similar features during theM-
B reversal (e.g. the main bell-shaped peak at �774 ka and a
shoulder at �790 ka), and, for certain core subsets, also outside the
reversal interval (e.g. at �730 ka). These similarities suggest a
common primary modulation of the 10Be input. Differences be-
tween maximum relative increases of 10Be/9Be during the M-B
reversal cannot be attributed to 9Be normalization artifacts
(Fig. 3b), nor do they correlatewith oxygen isotope records (Fig. 3c).
These observations might lead to the erroneous conclusion that
10Be/9Be records are not systematically affected by global climatic
changes.

In the following, we describe a method for quantifying the
different 10Be/9Be responses observed during the M-B reversal, and
discuss possible relations with core location and sediment prop-
erties. We start with a linear rescaling procedure from which we



Fig. 2. Dependence of authigenic 9Be concentrations (a) and 10Be/9Be (b) on the calcium carbonate content for individual specimens of six cores.
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obtain site-specific, time-independent coefficients reflecting an
additive and a multiplicative modulation of the original cosmo-
genic 10Be production rate. Next, we postulate that these co-
efficients are linear functions of a global climate proxy, taken to be
d18O, and show that all differences between sites can be explained
by two mechanisms: a site-specific, nearly constant 10Be input that
does not depend on the cosmogenic production rate, and a
production-rate-proportional input that is mainly modulated by
glacial-interglacial cycles. Finally, we discuss possible site-specific
factors affecting these two inputs.
4.1. Linear scaling of 10Be/9Be records

Obtaining a proper quantification of the 10Be/9Be increase dur-
ing the M-B reversal is not trivial, since maximum values are
affected by short-term variations (particularly in MD98-2183),
damped to various extents by site-specific, bioturbation-induced
sediment mixing (Anderson, 2001; Christl, 2007). These problems
are effectively overcome by considering the integral of the 10Be/9Be
excess during the M-B reversal. Because 10Be/9Be is a lithology-
insensitive proxy of 10Be concentration, it can be converted to a
fluence, defined as the integral of sedimentary 10Be flux over time,
where (flux) ¼ (volume concentration)�(deposition rate). Mass
conservation makes fluences insensitive to bioturbation-related
smoothing effects (which are negligible in our records of the M-B
reversal but not in the case of shorter geomagnetic events), while
short-term disturbances are largely suppressed by the integral.
However, the definition of a proper baseline is required, since flu-
ences are defined for events producing a finite input over a finite
amount of time. Defining such baseline represents a major diffi-
culty, because of relatively strong and sometimes uncorrelated
10Be/9Be variations with typical �20 ka duration, and different
long-term quasi-linear trends, especially before the transition
(Fig. 3a), as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2.

Quantitative comparisons therefore require a common baseline
definition. This definition relies on matching all records over the
two time intervals immediately preceding (808e853 ka) and
following (707e743 ka) the M-B reversal, after applying a proper
linear scaling to each of them. Rescaled 10Be/9Be records are defined
by
5

R0i ¼
�
Ri � a0i

� �
b0i; (1)

where Ri
0 is the rescaled version of Ri for core i (see Table 2 for the

core indices), and a0i and b0i are constant coefficients that minimize
the squared differences between Ri

0 and a reference record, chosen
to be MD90-0961 due to its highest deposition rate. The use of
additive coefficients a0i violates the assumption that the isotopic
ratio is proportional to the global 10Be production rate; however,
these coefficients are necessary to eliminate the large offsets seen
in Fig. 3a. An overall good agreement is obtained for all Ri

0 (Fig. 4a),
which now share the same long-term trends outside the M-B
reversal. A partial exception is represented by core MD95-2016
outside the 735e845 ka interval. The average of all rescaled pro-
files in Fig. 4a defines a common baseline R00, which can be sub-
tracted from each Ri

0 to obtain the net 10Be/9Be increase during the
M-B reversal. Different net increases are obtained for the five cores
during the M-B reversal after rescaling (Fig. 4b), which means that
the rescaling coefficients obtained with eq. (1) are not valid for the
whole record duration. This is the first hint that points to different
mechanisms controlling smaller variations during stable polarity
intervals on the one hand, and major 10Be/9Be increase during a
geomagnetic event on the other. As it will be discussed in Section 5,
these mechanisms are associated with climatic and geomagnetic
modulations of the 10Be flux, respectively.

A second linear transformation is applied to the net rescaled
enhancements R0i � R00, this time using a

00
i ¼ 0, since the baseline has

been already subtracted, in order to collapse them onto the chosen
reference. The final result is a set of normalized curves DR

00
i (Fig. 4c),

which are supposedly proportional to the 10Be flux increase during
theM-B reversal. Residual differences between the rescaled records
are nearly random and limited to short time intervals, mostly <10
ka. A stacked record is then obtained by building an average DR

00
of

all DR
00
i , except MD95-2016, which has a much larger variability

unrelated to geomagnetic field changes. The good agreement be-
tween individual DR

00
i reconstructions means that smoothing effects

are likely absent, down to the �10 ka duration of the precursor
event at 795 ka. The lack of significant smoothing effects over the
timescale of the M-B reversal is expected from the much shorter
depth range of the Australasian tektite event (Supplementary Fig.1)
recorded just before the reversal (Valet et al., 2014).
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The unnormalized total 10Be/9Be excesses caused by the M-B
reversal is finally obtained by integrating bi

0b00
iDR

00 ðtÞ over time,

with bi
0 and b

00
i being the multiplicative coefficients of the first and

second scaling transformation, respectively. The 10Be/9Be fluence
DRtot of the M-B reversal was estimated using a trapezoidal inte-
gration of 10Be/9Be within the interval of 743e808 ka, which en-
closes the duration of the M-B reversal. DRtot varies significantly
among cores (Supplementary Fig. 2b), with the smallest and the
largest values for MD95-2016 and MD98-2183, respectively.
Moreover, DRtot correlates significantly (r2 ¼ 0:96) with the water
depth of the corresponding sites (except MD90-0961 for reasons
explained later), but not with other parameters, such as sedimen-
tation rate and calcium carbonate content. A similar correlation
(r2 ¼ 0:9), with the same exception of core MD90-0961, is also
found for the additive coefficients ai 0 used to rescale the baselines
outside the M-B transition (Supplimentary Fig. 2b). Linear extrap-
olation of the observed dependence of DRtot on water depth leads
to the unlikely conclusion that 10Be/9Be variations during the M-B
reversal drop to zero at water depths comprised between� 0.9 and
1.7 km. These observations are difficult to reconcile with modern
dissolved 10Be/9Be profiles in the oceans (Kusakabe et al., 1990),
which do not show a systematic increase below 1e2 km depth.

In summary, this preliminary analysis suggests that there are
three distinct processes controlling the isotopic ratio: (1) the
geomagnetic modulation, which dominates during the M-B
reversal and is responsible for the observed peak at � 774 ka, (2) a
different modulation, which is probably a mixture of geomagnetic
and environmental effects, which controls small variations during
periods of stable polarity, and (3) a site-specific, constant 10Be flux
providing a different baseline to each record. In the following
sections these processes are analyzed with a modified version of
the linear rescaling procedure illustrated above, which takes a
common environmental modulation of 10Be/9Be into account.
5. The environmental modulation of 10Be/9Be records

As seen in section 4, there are strong evidences for a joint
geomagnetic and environmental modulation of 10Be/9Be records
during the M-B reversal. In the following, we analyse possible
environmental modulation mechanisms and develop an empirical
model that explains inter-core differences by a combination of
climatic effects and scavenging of 10Be reservoirs that are not
synchronised with the global atmospheric 10Be production rate
(hereafter referred to as Be recycling).
Fig. 3. (a)10Be/9Be records tuned to match the age model of MD90-0961. (b) Same as
(a) for 9Be concentrations. (c) d18O records from planktonic foraminifera for the same
cores as in (a).
5.1. Background

Particles suspended in ocean water containing dissolved beryl-
lium grow an authigenic rim in which the so-called reactive Be
concentration C is related to the dissolved concentration Cd by C ¼
CdKd, where Kd is the intrinsic solid-liquid partition coefficient of
beryllium. The practically used bulk partition coefficient (Chase
et al., 2002; Wittmann et al., 2017) differs from the intrinsic coef-
ficient by the use of bulk solid concentrations, instead of rim con-
centrations, which makes it sensitive to grain sizes. The authigenic
rim grows continuously, acquiring the isotopic composition of
dissolved Be in water (Wittmann et al., 2017). In the following, it is
assumed that the rim thickness increases at a rate l while particles
are in suspension. The bulk beryllium mass concentration accu-
mulated on suspended matter when reaching the ocean floor is
thus given by
6

C¼ r

ðT

0

lKdCddt; (2)

where T is the residence time of particles in water, l the accretion
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rate of the authigenic rim (thickness per unit of time), and r the
density of particles. Suspended matter can be divided into two
pools: a pool of fine particles with negligible sinking velocity, which
are carried by oceanic currents, and a pool of fewer, much larger,
rapidly sinking particle aggregates (flocs), which are the effective
scavenging carriers (McCave, 1975; Bacon et al., 1985). The same
particle might be exchanged several times between a freely sus-
pended, non-sinking state and a rapidly sinking aggregate, yielding
a mean effective sinking velocity of 0.3e1 km=yr (Bacon et al.,
1985), > 3 orders of magnitude less than the typical velocity of
oceanic currents. Therefore, Be scavenging is strongly affected by
lateral transport, so that the arguments of the integral in eq. (2)
must be evaluated along paths Gðt; x0; TÞ of suspended particles
from their starting points x0 at the ocean surface (in case of directly
deposited dust) or along a coast (in case of continental provenance)
to the sediment core location. Because several starting points are
connected to the same endpoint, eq. (2) is integrated over all paths
ending at the core location, obtaining

C¼ r

ð

U

pðx0Þdx0
ðT

0

lKdCdðGðt;x0; TÞÞdt; (3)

where p(x0) is the probability of G, and U the “catchment”area of
the core location. The ensemble of p values corresponding to all
combinations of start and endpoints defines the so-called surface-
bottom transportation matrix (Nooteboom et al., 2019). The
surface-ocean area U connected to the bottom is largest along large
current systems, such as the western boundary currents (e.g. the
Gulf Stream), because strong currents are often accompanied by
eddies, which promote mixing. According to this model, sedimen-
tary Be concentrations are affected by three main factors: (1) the
uptake efficiency, expressed by l and Kd, (2) the dissolved Be
concentration Cd along the settling paths G, and (3) the settling
time T. The associated scavenging flux, which is obtained by
multiplying C with the vertical flux of suspended matter, removes
dissolved Be from the water column. This effect is more pro-
nounced at places with large sedimentary fluxes, for instance near
the coasts, where it is known as boundary scavenging (Bacon, 1988;
Anderson et al., 1990, 1994).

The isotope ratio R obtained from the evaluation of eq. (3) for
9Be and 10Be is formally equivalent to a weighted average of the
ratio Rd of dissolved isotopes along all settling paths G . All factors
affecting Be concentrations will also affect isotopic ratios; however,
some effects are greatly reduced. In particular, any time-dependent
environmental modulation of R requires inhomogeneous changes
of Rd (horizontally, vertically, or both), or changes of the surface-
bottom transportation matrix in areas with inhomogeneous
Table 2
Summary of model parameters corresponding to solution 14 (Fig. 6d). A and B are the add
and dA and dB the corresponding variations about the time averages CAD and CBD, respectiv
(from Von Blanckenburg et al., 1996) and10Be/9Be values obtained by normalizing the
sedimentary 9Be flux for the same sites are listed for comparison. The coefficients A and B
time.

index core C � AD maxðdAÞ C1=

10�8 10�8

1 MD98-2183 2.37 0.21 1.4
2 MD97-2143 2.17 0.37 1.0
3 MD90-0949 2.99 0.18 0.9
4 MD90-0961 0.11 0.79 1.5
5 MD95-2016 0.00 e 1.0

e MD05-2930 0.06 e 0.7

e Chiba 0 e 0.5
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isotope ratios, or both. Even in the ideal case of completely mixed
oceanic basins, environmental effects arise from temporal changes
of the 10Be or 9Be input fluxes, for instance through atmospheric
precipitation patterns or continental denudation rates.

The geomagnetic modulation of R depends only on Rd, with a
maximum delay controlled by the 10Be residence time in the water.
Residence times are comprised between�100 years at margin sites
and �3000 years at red-clay sites in the deep Central Pacific
(Anderson et al., 1990). Sites with largest residence times might
therefore produce significantly smoothed records of short
geomagnetic events, such as excursion (Christl, 2007). The
200e700 year mean residence times of deep waters at the five sites
investigated in this study (von Blanckenburg et al., 1996) are small
compared to the duration of the M-B reversal. Because the
smoothing effect associated with sediment mixing is also negligible
over the timescale of the M-B reversal (Supplementary Fig.1), our
10Be/9Be records are practically synchronous with geomagnetically
induced variations of the cosmogenic production rate.

We nowneed to link Rd with the 10Be production rate. Assuming
rapid and complete mixing of authigenic Be, von Blanckenburg and
Bouchez (2014) modeled dissolved 10Be/9Be values in terms of
oceanic mass balance. If atmospheric fluxes of 10Be intercepted by
rivers and directly by the ocean arewritten as F10riv ¼ frivP and F10oc ¼
focP, respectively, with friv and foc being the corresponding effi-
ciencies of atmospheric 10Be scavenging to the oceans and to the
river basins, respectively, and P the global cosmogenic production
rate, the ratio of dissolved isotopes derived by von Blanckenburg
and Bouchez (2014) can be written as

Rd ¼
�
Aoc

.
Ariv

�
foc þ fdelfriv

fdelDrivCrock
9

�
f reac9 þ f diss9

� P; (4)

where Aoc and Ariv are the total areas of the oceans and river wa-
tersheds, respectively, fdel is the efficiency of overall riverine Be
delivery to the ocean, Driv is the average denudation rate in the
basins drained by rivers, Crock

9 is the mean 9Be concentration in

parent rocks delivering eroded material to the river, and f reac9 þ f diss9
the fraction of 9Be released during weathering from the parent
rock, either in reactive phases or dissolved. It is clear from eq. (4)
that the environmental modulation of Rd is purely multiplicative.

In the more realistic case of incomplete basin mixing, expres-
sions similar to eq. (4) might be applied to smaller pools, or to
poorly mixed water masses (e.g. deep waters), with boundary
conditions given by the exchange rates of dissolved Be between
pools. The direct proportionality relation between Rd and P is
thereby maintained, as long as the mean Be residence time of all
itive and multiplicative coefficients of eq. (11) with core MD95-2016 as a reference,
ely.10Be/9Be values at the surface of ferromanganese crusts collected at nearest sites
modern atmospheric10Be flux at the core sites (from Deng et al., 2020) with the
for sites indicated in italics have been obtained assuming that they are constant over

BD maxðdð1 =BÞÞ ð10Be=9BeÞFeMn ð10Be=9BeÞat
10�8 10�8

3 0.12 13.0 3.14
7 0.13 10.0 4.10
2 0.11 8.8 7.97
0 0.26 7.1 4.37
0 e 3.9 3.37
7 e e 0.96

6 e e 0.09



Fig. 4. (a) Linearly scaled 10Be/9Be records adjusted to match core MD90-0961 outside the M-B interval. The thick gray line represents the mean offset of all records, except MD95-
2016. (b) The same linear rescaling procedure used in (a) is now applied to the M-B interval, after removing the mean offset. (c) Stack obtained from (b) after a second rescaling step
used to remove the residual differences with respect to core MD90-0961. The thick black line is the average of all rescaled records, except MD95-2016.
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pools remain small compared to the timescale of geomagnetic
variations. A similar conclusion is valid for the relation between R
and Rd derived from eq. (4). With these assumptions in place,
combination of eqs. (3) and (4) yields a result of the form R ¼
bdbsP, where bd and bs are site- and time-dependent factors
expressing the environmental modulation of Rd (eq. (4)) and of the
scavenging flux (eq. (3)), respectively. This result supports current
geomagnetic dipole reconstruction techniques based on the
normalization of R with a calibration constant R0, which is chosen
by matching R=R0 with the global 10Be production rate expected at
a reference time with known VADM (e.g. Simon et al., 2016a,
2018a,b). However, as discussed in Section 4, certain differences
between 10Be/9Be records of the M-B reversal that can only be
8

explained by the existence of a nearly constant, site-specific offset,
which can be as large as the geomagnetic modulation caused by the
reversal itself. This offset does not prevent the stratigraphic iden-
tification of the 10Be increase associated with major geomagnetic
events, but questions the accuracy of inter-core calibrations.

In summary, 10Be/9Be records are independently controlled by
five main variables: (1) the cosmogenic 10Be production rate, which
depends on the geomagnetic dipole moment, (2) the distribution of
surficial Be sources (atmospheric scavenging, dust fluxes, riverine
inputs, melting ice masses), (3) scavenging of old Be reservoirs (Be
recycling), (4) oceanic circulation (advective transport, mixing), and
(5) sedimentary fluxes. Variables 2e4 affect bd, while bs depens on
variables 4e5. The complex interplay between these variables is
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controlled mainly by the distance from the coast and by large
current systems across ocean basins, as exemplified for the South
Atlantic (Measures et al., 1996).
5.2. Reconstruction of the environmental modulation

Additive and multiplicative environmental effects of individual
10Be/9Be records cannot be reconstructed without an independent
estimate of the cosmogenic 10Be flux. Here we propose a possible
strategy to overcome this limit by disentangling geomagnetic and
environmental contributions to several records of the same event,
in this case the M-B reversal. Following the preliminary profile
processing discussed in Section 4, we consider pairs of 10Be/9Be
records Ri and Rj at sites i and j, respectively, and model the dif-
ferences introduced by environmental effects using a linear trans-
formation to rescale Rj so that it becomes equal to Ri:

RiðtÞ¼Aij þ BijRjðtÞ; (5)

where Aij and Bij are site-specific functions representing the addi-
tive and multiplicative environmental modulation of site j relative
to site i. Solution of eq. (5) with respect to Rj yields

RjðtÞ¼Aji þ BjiRiðtÞ ¼
RiðtÞ � Aij

Bij
; (6)

so that the reciprocal relations Aji ¼ �Aij=Bij and Bji ¼ B�1
ij hold

between the coefficients. Environmental changes make these co-
efficients depend on time. In case of global climatic responses, they
can be assumed to be functions of a common global climate proxy

Sðt�t0Þ , such as d18O, where t0 is a time lag accounting for a
delayed or anticipated response of the beryllium signal modulation
with respect to S (e.g. Tuenter et al., 2005). The dependency of Aij

and Bij on Smust be small, for beryllium records to be a useful proxy
of cosmogenic production. Therefore, the first two terms of the
Taylor series of AijðSÞ and BijðSÞ should adequately represent the
global environment modulation. In this case we can write

AijðtÞ ¼ a0ij þ a1ijS
�
t � taij

�
þ ε

a
ijðtÞ

BijðtÞ ¼ b0ij þ b1ijS
�
t � tbij

�
þ ε

b
ijðtÞ

(7)

where a0;1ij , b0;1ij are the first two Taylor coefficients of AijðSÞ and

BijðSÞ, respectively, taij and tbij are the time lags of additive and

multiplicative modulations, and ε
a
ij, ε

b
ij are additional functions

representing environmental effects that do not correlate with SðtÞ,
which can be effectively treated as a noise source.

Solutions for the coefficients a0;1ij and b0;1ij for a given set of re-

cords can be found by minimizing the sum of squared differences
between measured values of R and reconstructed values using eq.
(7), with constraints given by the reciprocity relations for j> i (eq.
(6)). We intentionally neglect εaij and ε

b
ij to obtain the meaningful

solutions, because environmental effects not accountable by SðtÞ
must be small, or cover a frequency range that does not overlap
with S or the geomagnetic modulation. The scaling coefficients in
eq. (7) are linear with respect to aij and bij, but not with respect to

the time lags taij and tbij , due to the quasi-periodic character of the

climatic proxy S. Therefore, distinct solutions might be obtained
from different initial choices of taij and tbij . In the following model

implementation, the global climatic signal is identified with the
9

mean d18O record of the Indian Ocean cores MD90-0949 and
MD90-0961 (Fig. 5), which matches the glacial-interglacial

sawtooth pattern of benthic d18O stacks (Lisiecki and Raymo,
2005). Our choice of a single climatic proxy might not be flexible
enough to account for selective responses to individual forcing
parameters, such as that of the thermohaline circulation to the
obliquity band (Brickman et al., 1999; Antico et al., 2010). In this
case, residual differences between records might direct the choice
of more suited proxies of S.

A least-squares collocation algorithm (Moritz, 1978) is used to

produce a smoothed interpolation of the original d18O record,
which is identified with the climatic function SðtÞ (Fig. 5b). Least-
squares collocation is particularly suited for the interpolation of
irregularly sampled, noisy signals, and it is used here also to obtain
slightly smoothed versions of the 10Be/9Be records of all cores be-
tween 715 and 830 ka. This interval includes the whole period of
enhanced 10Be production associated with the M-B field reversal,
and�30 ka before and after. The use of smoothed records facilitates
the solution convergence. Initial parameters are chosen to repro-
duce the case of no climatic modulation, that is a0ij ¼ a1ij ¼ 0 (no

additive effects), b0ij ¼ 1 (same responses at all sites), and b1ij ¼ 0 (no

multiplicative effects). Initial taij and tbij values were comprised be-

tween ±20 ka, which is about 1=4 of the main period of SðtÞ.
As seen in Fig. 6, our climatic modulation model produces an

almost perfect match between rescaled records over the selected
715e830 ka interval. Few residual differences can be seen for the
North Atlantic core MD95-2016, but the overall agreement is
generally better than the random scatter of individual records. This
means that a single climatic function is sufficient to explain all
significant differences between the records. Solution multiplicity is
due to the limited redundancy of eq. (7): the most evident common
features of the five records can be represented with 11 points (ar-
rows in Fig. 6a), yielding a total of 110 independent 10Be/9Be dif-
ferences between profiles, which are fitted using 60 model
parameters. The goodness of each solution can be evaluated by
comparing the original records with reconstructions obtained from
stacks of rescaled records. For this purpose, a reference core is
chosen (e.g., MD95-2016 as in Fig. 6ced), and the other records are
rescaled to match this reference using the coefficients of a given
solution (e.g., solution 14 in Fig. 6d). The reference core selection is
arbitrary, since every solution contains the coefficients required to
transform any record into any other record. Our choice of MD95-
2016 (i ¼ 5, Table 2) for displaying the model results is based
essentially on the fact that it is the record with the smallest abso-
lute offset, as seen from the fact that a5j � 0 for all j.

A stack matching the chosen reference core is then constructed
by averaging the rescaled records. This operation reduces the
random scatter produced by noise and local environmental effects
unaccountable by the common climate signal S. Finally, this stack is
rescaled with eq. (6) to match each of the other four cores, pro-
ducing a set of reconstructed records (solid lines in Fig. 7) that are
entirely explainable by a global climatic modulation of the
cosmogenic 10Be production rate. Model residuals, given by the
differences between measured and reconstructed records, contain
noise and local environmental effects that are not captured by the
chosen global climatic proxy S. These residuals are smaller, on
average, than noise contributions in individual records. This result
validates the initial assumption that environmentally-driven dif-
ferences between records can be almost entirely explained by
global climatic variations recorded by benthic d18O.

The obtained model solutions can be divided into three main
groups with distinct time dependencies of Aij and Bij. The first
group (Fig. 8a) is characterized by unrealistically large, strongly
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anti-correlated time variations of Aij and Bij. An implausibly fine-
tuned cancellation of the opposite trends produced by the addi-
tive and multiplicative coefficients yields an environmental mod-
ulation that is very dissimilar to SðtÞ. The existence of a strong
correlation between Aij and Bij is unreasonable, because of the
distinct physical origin of additive and multiplicative environ-
mental effects. This group of solutions is therefore discarded.

Additive and multiplicative coefficients of the second solution
group display much smaller temporal variations, with all Aij being
in-phase with S, and all Bij being lagged by 25e30 ka (Fig. 8b). The
combined effect of additive and multiplicative coefficients result in
an oscillatory modulation of all records relative to the North
Atlantic core MD95-2016, whose �40 ka main period does not
reflect glacial-interglacial cycles. The large temporal offset of the
multiplicative coefficients of the second solution group with
respect to d18O implies a �28 ka-delayed response to the MIS 20
glaciation, which is difficult to explain. For instance, numerical
oceanic circulation models predict a maximum lag of � 10 ka for
the Atlantic Ocean thermohaline circulation with respect to pre-
cession and obliquity bands (Tuenter et al., 2005). Furthermore, the
relatively large temporal modulation of the additive coefficients in
this solution group implies that recycled 10Be inputs at the MD95-
2016 site increased during the MIS 20 glacial, relative to the other
cores. There are two likely sources of recycled 10Be in the North
Atlantic (1) meltwater impulses from large ice-sheets (e.g. Simon
et al., 2016) and (2) the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which
might have been enriched with diagenetic 10Be releases from the
seafloor. In the first case, Be recycling is expected to occur after the
Termination IX. In the second case, the northern AABW limit is
expected to expand during glacial times (Ferrari et al., 2014), but
not as far as to reach the MD95-2016 site if the last glacial
maximum (LGM) is used as a MIS 20 analogue (Seidov et al., 1996;
Paul and Sc€afer-Neth, 2003). Therefore, the environmental modu-
lation predicted by the second solution group is also implausible,
leaving the third group as the only candidate with a physical
meaning.

The third solution group is characterized by nearly constant
additive coefficients (with the moderate exception of core MD90-
0961), while the multiplicative coefficients generate small tempo-
ral variations that are in-phase with respect to S (Fig. 8c). The
physical meaning of this solution group is discussed in the
following.

5.3. Solution evaluation

Plausible solutions for our model (Fig. 8c) yield multiplicative
environmental modulations that depend on glacial-interglacial
cycles, with all cores showing very similar temporal changes rela-
tive to the North Atlantic site MD95-2016. These changes can be
explained by a 10Be concentration increase or a diagenetic 9Be
concentration decrease in MD95-2016, relative to all other cores,
during the MIS 20 glaciation. Global oceanic circulation models
(Seidov et al., 1996; Paul and Sc€afer-Neth, 2003) indicate that
MD95-2016 is located close to the northern limit of an anticlock-
wise gyre fed by the North Atlantic Drift (NAD). A sediment particle
sinking at the MD95-2016 site would first cross this gyre and then
the return path feeding the North Atlantic deep water (NADW). The
isotopic ratio of this conveyor belt current system is dominated by
the uptake of 10Be-rich precipitations at mid-latitudes, along the
western North Atlantic path of the Gulf stream (Heikill€a and Smith,
2013; Cao et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2020). Little or no currents are
predicted at this site below �2 km depth, so that the NAD can be
regarded as the main source of non-recycled 10Be.

Following the scavenging model discussed in Section 5.1, we
assume that the multiplicative environmental modulation of
10
MD95-2016 is composed of an oceanic term that is mainly
controlled by the efficiency with which the NAD transports 10Be
from mid latitudes, and an atmospheric term mainly controlled by
mid-latitude atmospheric precipitations over the Western Atlantic.
Global oceanic circulation models suggest a slight decrease of su-
perficial currents during the last glacial maximum (LGM) (Seidov
et al., 1996; Paul and Sc€afer-Neth, 2003). Moreover, mid-latitude
precipitations over the NW Atlantic are also predicted to decrease
during glacials (Cao et al., 2019), so that a decrease of dissolved 10Be
concentration is expected during the MIS 20 glaciation at the
MD95-2016 site. This contradicts the trend suggested by the Bij
coefficients, unless it is assumed that a similar, but stronger mod-
ulation occurs in the other cores. On the other hand, less chemical
weathering, and therefore less diagenetic 9Be production is ex-
pected during glacial times at high latitudes. Caution should be
used with the identification of sedimentary 9Be concentrations
(Fig. 3b) with dissolved values, because of possible variations
caused by changes of the scavenging efficiency or of the 9Be de-
livery. Nevertheless, MD95-2016 is affected by the largest 9Be var-
iations, with a marked drop at �780 ka, just before the MIS 20
termination. It is, therefore, possible that the distinct climatic
modulation of 10Be/9Be at MD95-2016 is due to relatively large 9Be
input variations that are negatively correlated with benthic d18O
(Fig. 3).

As far as the additive coefficients are concerned, our model
predicts large, almost constant differences between cores, which
can be effectively regarded as fixed site-specific offsets. All co-
efficients are negative with respect to MD95-2016, which means
that MD95-2016 has the smallest absolute offset. The absolute
offset of MD95-2016 must be negligibly small, because the
maximum 10Be/9Be increase of during the M-B reversal is only
slightly smaller than the �2.2� maximum increase predicted by
cosmogenic production models for the disappearance of the dipole
field (Heikill€a et al., 2009; Poulianov et al., 2016; Simon et al.,
2018b). Accordingly, the coefficients �A5;j (Table 2) can be identi-
fied with the absolute offset of each site. The most affected core is
MD90-0949, with an offset of� 3� 10�8, corresponding to�60% of
the average 10Be/9Be level outside the M-B reversal. A similar offset
is obtained for MD97-2143, while MD90-0961 has only a small
offset, which, however, is less constant in time. Overall, 40e60% of
the isotopic ratio of three cores from the Pacific and the Indian
Ocean is controlled by a constant 10Be input unrelated to the
cosmogenic production rate. As discussed in Section 4.1, constant
offsets can be subtracted without altering the production rate-
dependent component of 10Be/9Be records.

The above discussion demonstrates the complex nature of the
environmental modulation of beryllium records. Site-specific dif-
ferences are controlled by additive and multiplicative processes.
The additive component is relatively constant in time, so that the
environmental modulation depends ultimately on the evolution of
the product of atmospheric and oceanic scavenging efficiencies.
Accordingly, atmospheric and oceanic responses to solar forcing are
combined in a multiplicative manner. Oceanic convection is most
sensitive to obliquity (�40 ka cycles) and rectified precessional
forcing (�20 ka cycles), while the atmosphere is controlled by the
solar radiation, with most power being concentrated in the obliq-
uity and eccentricity bands (�100 and �400 ka cycles) (Brickman
et al., 1999; Antico et al., 2010; Schmittner and Clement, 2002).
Contributions from the �20 ka band could be responsible for the
residual discrepancies between rescaled 10Be/9Be records at
700e740 ka and 860e880 ka (Fig. 6). The remaining discussion of
our model results focuses on site-specific effects, which are
expressed by the time averages of Aij and Bij coefficients. Results
from a 10Be/9Be record of the M-B reversal obtained from core
MD05-2930 (M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014) and from the Chiba composite



Fig. 5. (a) Measured benthic d18O records over a time interval that includes the M-B reversal. (b) Least-squares collocation fit (thick gray line) of the benthic d18O records of MD90-
0949 (blue dots) and MD90-0961 (yellow dots). The benthic d18O stack LR04 (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) is shown for comparison (black line) after subtracting a constant offset of
0.75. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Examples of 10Be/9Be profiles rescaled according to eqs. (5)e(7) and the climatic function of Fig. 5b, for best match with MD98-2183 (aeb) and MD95-2016 (ced). Left and
right plots show the results for two of the 14 solutions that minimize the mean squared differences between rescaled profiles. Arrows in (a) point to specific features (main peak,
local minima and maxima) that have been matched by the rescaling procedure.
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section (Simon et al., 2019) are included for comparison. Please
note that the A and B coefficients of these cores have been assumed
to be constant in time (Table 2).
6. Discussion

6.1. The origin of sedimentary 10Be

As seen in Section 4, 10Be/9Be records of the M-B reversal can be
decomposed into two independent components related to the co-
efficients A and B required to describe the observed differences
between sites. The first component reproduces the expected
geomagnetic modulation of the cosmogenic 10Be production rate
11
with a site-specific proportionality constant 1=B. The second
component, nearly equal to � A, represents a site-specific, positive
and nearly constant offset of 10Be/9Be, which is unrelated to the
cosmogenic 10Be production rate. In the following, we refer to these
terms as the synchronous component and the offset of the 10Be/9Be
record, respectively.

The synchronous component is slightly delayed by the residence
time of 10Be in the ocean, which is of the order of 1000 years or less
at our sites (Raisbeck et al., 1980; Von Blanckenburg et al., 1996;
Koeve et al., 2015). A further delay and smoothing is introduced by
sediment mixing (Christl, 2007), whose time scale is given by
Tmix ¼ L=vs, where L is the thickness of the mixed layer, and vs the
deposition rate of sediment (Guinasso and Schink, 1975). Using



Fig. 7. 10Be/9Be measurements (dots), and reconstructed profiles from solution 3 (a) and solution 14 (b) of the rescaling algorithm. The reconstruction involves two steps: first,
rescaling of all profiles with eqs. (5)e(7) to match MD95-2016; second, creation of a stack. This stack is then rescaled to match each of the five records, using the inverse
transformation given by eq. (6) (lines). Differences between reconstructed records and measurements are entirely controlled by the climatic signal SðtÞ and the model parameters.

Fig. 8. Total (first row), additive (second row) and multiplicative (third row) environmental modulation of 10Be/9Be relative to MD95-2016, predicted by three solution groups.
Additive and multiplicative modulations are defined by the coefficients Aij and Bij , respectively, with i corresponding to the reference core MD95-2016. The total modulation is
defined as the difference between rescaled profiles obtained with original and time-averaged coefficients, respectively. A rescaled version of the climatic modulation function (d18O)
is shown with thick gray lines for comparison.
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Lz10 cm (Boudreau, 1998; Solan et al., 2019) and vs values from
Table 1, we obtain Tmix � 8:3 ka for our cores. These estimates are
independently confirmed by the thickness of the microtektite layer
found in the two Indian Ocean cores (Supplementary Fig. 1). Sedi-
ment mixing is therefore not expected to introduce significant
smoothing artifacts at the time scale of the M-B reversal. Delay and
smoothing of the synchronous component can be minimized with
the choice of cores with large deposition rates, enabling the record
of much shorter geomagnetic events, such as the Iceland Basin
12
excursion (�190 ka, <5 ka duration) (Knudsen et al., 2008).
The constant offsets, on the other hand, point to 10Be inputs that

are not affected by changes of the cosmogenic production rate. For
this to be possible, the corresponding age distribution needs to
largely exceed the�30 ka total duration of the M-B reversal, so that
the associated increase of the cosmogenic production rate remains
unnoticeable. The two components cannot be distinguished during
periods of regular dipole field intensity, because the isotope
composition associated with synchronous 10Be inputs at a given
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site is undistinguishable from the long-term average responsible
for the offset. Only the analysis of a time interval characterized by
large changes of the cosmogenic production rate, such as during the
M-B reversal, enables discrimination between the synchronous
component and the offset. The relations observed between the A
coefficients and other site parameters (Fig. 9) provide additional
information about the nature of the offset. For instance, the absence
of a significant offset for the North Atlantic site MD95-2016 ex-
cludes recycled 10Be sources related to ice-sheet melting, as in the
case of more closed basins like the Baffin Bay (Simon et al., 2016b).
This restricts the choice to (1) sources of ancient 10Be (e.g., terrig-
enous) or (2) post-depositional processes causing a partial re-
mobilization of beryllium in the sedimentary column, over dis-
tances largely exceeding the mixing depth. The compatibility of
these two offset sources with other site characteristics is discussed
in the following.

Terrigenous inputsdTerrigenous inputs capable to produce the
observed constant offsets must have a sufficiently wide 10Be age
distribution to completely erase the geomagnetic variations.
Simulated responses to the M-B reversal originating from
lognormal age distributions require these distribution to extend
over >100 ka to flatten the signal within the uncertainty of our
model residuals, which are of the order of � 1� 10�8

(Supplementary Fig. 3). These distributions are compatible with
surface ages of weathering soils (Maher and Von Blanckenburg,
2016) and can explain the existence of a constant offset provided
by the inner authigenic rim of sediment particles that preserves the
10Be/9Be characteristics of continental erosion. In this case, the
sedimentary 10Be/9Be ratio can be written as

Rsed¼
Fterr10 þ Fatm10

Fterr9
¼ Fterr10

Fterr9
þ Fatm10

Fterr9
(8)

where Fterr is the authigenic Be flux from terrigenous inputs (via
rivers and dust), and Fatm10 the flux of meteoric 10Be at the site. If the
observed 10Be/9Be offset is entirely of terrestrial origin, it is con-
tained in the first term on the right-hand side of eq. (8), while the
second term accounts for the synchronous component of the re-
cord. In this case, however, 10Be/9Be values of � 5� 10�9 or less
typical of rivers and terrigenous sediments (Wittmann et al., 2015,
2017; Dhal et al., 2018) are largely insufficient to explain the
observed offsets of >2� 10�8 in the three deepest cores.
Furthermore, eq. (8) predicts that the offset caused by terrigenous
sources would entirely reflect the characteristics of these sources
rather than those of the site. Increasing the distance from the coast
is expected to decrease the sedimentary flux, lowering Fterr10 and
Fterr9 by the same factor, so that the ratio represented by the first
right-hand side term of eq. (8), and thus A, remains unchanged.
Instead, the observed offsets and 10Be/9Be values of ferromanga-
nese crusts from nearby sites appear to be strongly controlled by
water depth (Fig. 9a and b). The isotope composition of these crusts
in turn reflects that of deep ocean waters (von Blanckenburg et al.,
1996).

Diagenetic Be mobilizationdPartial mobilization of authigenic
beryllium in the sedimentary columnmight explain the partition of
the 10Be/9Be signal record into the two components described
above. The synchronous component would be carried by the frac-
tions of 9Be and 10Be that are irreversibly adsorbed on sediment
particles, while the offset component requires a vertical transport
of exchangeable Be capable of mixing a sufficiently large interval of
ages, which, in our case, corresponds to several meters covered by
the M-B reversal. As discussed for the terrigenous input hypothesis,
mixing over age intervals largely exceeding the typical duration of
geomagnetic events produces a mean isotope ratio of the mobilized
13
phases close to that of periods with normal geomagnetic dipole
intensity. Mobilized Be can be either redistributed within the
sedimentary column, or released to the bottomwater, inwhich case
it is scavenged by settling particles and returned to the sediment.
Scavenging of Be released into bottom waters by reductive disso-
lution of Fe- and Mn-oxyhydroxides, which adsorb a significant
fraction (50e80%) of the extractable authigenic Be fraction (Bourl�es
et al., 1989a), was postulated by Wittmann et al. (2017). Reductive
diagenesis in the oxic and suboxic environments typical of our
cores occurs in the uppermost few tens of cm of the sedimentary
column (Buridge, 1993; Elrod et al., 2004; Staubwasser et al., 2006).
The maximum age of Be associated with Fe and Mn minerals dis-
solved at depths <30 cm, which is of the order of 15e20 ka for the
three cores with a significant 10Be/9Be offset (Tables 1e2), would be
sufficient to smooth the M-B record, but cannot explain a constant
offset over the �150 ka range of our records. It is also interesting to
observe that the few existing estimates of 9Be fluxes from sediment
to the water column, which are of the order of 1 nmol/cm2ka
(Measures and Edmond, 1982; Bourl�es et al., 1989b) represent
1e2.4% of the sedimentary 9Be fluxes in our cores and are also
insufficient to explain the 30e50% recycled Be inputs outside the
M-B reversal deducible from our largest A coefficients.

Higher recycled Be fluxes can be explained by assuming that
most recycled Be originates at different sites, for instance in areas of
the Central Pacific with very low sedimentation rates, and is then
transported to marginal sites by bottom water currents. Vast re-
gions of the Central Pacific with deposition rates of 0.1 cm/ka or less
(Piper and Williamson, 1977) can be the source of Be release from
the reductive diagenesis of Fe- and Mn oxyhydroxides at <30 cm.
In this case, the <150 ka age range of the source sediment and its
authigenic Be would be sufficiently large to explain a constant
offset at distant sites where the released Be is scavenged.

Be mobilization within the sedimentary column is also made
possible by other diagenetic mechanisms. For instance, the unsta-
ble Fe-oxyhydroxide ferrihydrite is transformed into thermody-
namically stable hematite under fully oxic conditions via a two-
stage recrystallization process involving goethite as intermediary
product (Das et al., 2011). The first-order reaction rate kz 0.01 ka�1

at 2 �C extrapolated from experiments at higher temperatures
(Walter et al., 2001) would be of the right order of magnitude to
explain the release of Be from >100 ka old sediment. Other
diagenetic mechanisms include carbonate recrystallization, which
commonly occurs during sediment compaction over depths of
several tens of meters, even in the absence of net dissolution (Fantle
et al., 2010). This process controls the reactive transport of elements
that adsorb/desorb on CaCO3, such as Sr (Richter and DePaolo,1987;
Fantle and DePaolo, 2007). Calcium carbonate contributes to phase
II in the Be extraction procedure of Bourl�es et al. (1989a), which
represents 20e50% of the authigenic Be content of sediments.
Finally, biogenic silica dissolution can also contribute to a signifi-
cant Be release over a wide range of sediment ages, both directly
(up to 20%, Bourl�es et al., 1989a), and indirectly through the
concomitant dissolution of iron oxides by silicic acid (Florindo et al.,
2003).

In summary, ancient Be can be released to the water column
from labile phases subjected to reductive diagenesis at sites with
sufficiently small deposition rates, or redistributed over large dis-
tances in the sedimentary column through burial diagenesis. Both
mechanisms can explain the observed 10Be/9Be offsets. The step-
wise dependence of the A coefficients on water depth displays a
critical threshold of 2.5e2.9 km (Fig. 9a). This threshold coincides
with the modern calcite saturation depth at the individual core
locations (Feely et al., 2004; Gehlen et al., 2007), below which net
calcite dissolution begins (Subhas et al., 2015), and also with the
upper limit of deep water circulation in the Pacific (Rippert et al.,



Fig. 9. Additive (top row) and multiplicative (bottom row) rescaling coefficients as a function of water depth (left) and of the 10Be/9Be values measured in nearby ferromanganese
crusts (right, data from von Blanckenburg et al., 1996). The vertical dashed line in (a) indicate the water depth below which 10Be/9Be records contain a significant offset.
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2017) and Indian (You, 2000) oceans. Large bottom water currents
flowing over regions with small sedimentation rates, such as the
Central Pacific, would collect and homogenize fluxes of Be released
from sediment layers with a wide range of ages. Evidence in sup-
port of this mechanism is provided by the almost identical de-
pendences of the A coefficients and of 10Be/9Be in ferromanganese
crusts of nearby sites (Fig. 9b).

We finally observe that the synchronous components of our
10Be/9Be records show dependence on water depth (Fig. 9c) if In-
dian Ocean sites MD90-0961/0949 are omitted due to their close
location to the coast line and consequent effects described in sec-
tion 6.2. The synchronous component is also unrelated to the
isotope ratios of nearby ferromanganese crusts (Fig. 9d). This
further support the different origin of 10Be inputs that contribute to
the two components.
6.2. Site dependency of 10Be/9Be records

In the following, we compare the constant offsets and the syn-
chronous components of the sedimentary 10Be/9Be records at the
five sites analyzed in section 4, and two additional sites (Table 1) for
which the data quality allowed a similar analysis with constant
linear scaling coefficients (Table 2). The two additional sites are
MD05-2930 from the Western Pacific (M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014) and
the Chiba composite section (Simon et al., 2019). The mean offsets
C�AD are already expressed in form of an isotopic ratio and can be
directly compared with the bulk mean value CRiD. The mean co-
efficients C1=BD, on the other hand, express the amplitude of the
synchronous component relatively to core MD95-2016, which has
been chosen as reference in Section 4. These coefficients can be
converted into isotope ratios by multiplying themwith the average
14
10Be/9Be value of MD95-2016 for the 700e740 and 800e850 ka age
intervals before and after the M-B reversal. The resulting mean
ratios CRsynci D of the synchronous component are representative for
periods of regular dipole field intensities and can be compared with
modern 10Be/9Be values. The offsets, on the other hand, are repre-
sentative for recycled Be contributions at any time.

Modern analogues of the synchronous 10Be/9Be component are
calculated assuming the following conditions: (1) 10Be is not
recycled, that is, the only source is given by the meteoric input, (2)
terrigenous 10Be inputs are negligible, and (3) 10Be scavenging in
seawater is not affected by lateral transport. In this case, modern
analogues of the synchronous components for periods of regular
dipole field intensity are given by the ratio between the present-
day depositional flux of meteoric cosmogenic 10Be (Deng et al.,
2020), and the mean sedimentary 9Be flux obtained from
measured 9Be concentrations in sediment. Conditions (1) and (3)
are not applicable to most sites, while condition (2) applies to open
basins, far from the continental shelf, which is the case for all sites
except the Chiba composite section (Simon et al., 2019).

As seen in Fig. 10, bulk isotope ratios (closed symbols) and their
synchronous components (open symbols) are unrelated to modern
analogues calculated with the above assumptions. A close rela-
tionship exists between bulk values and the isotope ratios of fer-
romanganese crusts collected at nearby sites (horizontal bars in
Fig. 10), which are representative for the modern composition of
deep waters (von Blanckenburg et al., 1996). Ferromanganese crust
values, however, are �2 times larger than the sedimentary coun-
terpart at all sites. The synchronous components of all sites except
those more strongly affected by terrigenous inputs (Chiba and
MD05-2930), on the other hand, appear to be randomly scattered
around a global average of� 2:5� 10�8, with maximum deviations
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of ±30%, as expected from good lateral mixing in open basins.
Be records of the M-B reversal obtained from continental

shallow shelf/slope settings with very large sedimentation rates
provide a useful term of comparison for the additive and multi-
plicative environmental effects discussed above. For instance, two
Mediterranean sections, the Montalbano Jonico (vsedz 80 cm= ka)
(Simon et al., 2017) and the Valle di Manche (vsedz25 cm= ka)
(Capraro et al., 2005), are characterized by much lower 10Be/9Be
values. The mean 10Be/9Be ratio for Montalbano Jonico section
estimated outside the transition (754e766 ka and 790e800 ka) is�
0.32� 10�8, and a �0.58�10�8 peak at 774 ka during the transi-
tion, whereas the mean 10Be/9Be estimated during 780e794 ka for
Valle di Manche sequence is �0.14�10�8 with maximum value at
774 ka �0.42�10�8 (Capraro et al., 2019). Both the average and the
peak values are 7e8 times smaller than those of MD95-2016, which
means that the two records are roughly proportional to each other,
as expected in case of negligible offsets. The large proportionality
factor can be explained by the combined effect of � 1.4 times larger
and �5 times smaller authigenic 9Be and 10Be concentrations,
respectively.

Another sequence with a similarly high sedimentation rate
(vsedz90 cm=ka) and shelf/slope setting (Chiba composite section,
Simon et al., 2019) presents intermediate properties: average and
peak 10Be/9Be values 1.8e1.9 times smaller than MD95-2016. The
proportionality factor results from �1.2 and �2.1 times smaller
authigenic 9Be and 10Be concentrations, respectively. The different
10Be concentrations and 10Be/9Be ratios of the Montalbano and
Chiba sections can be explained by the latter being situated along
the large Kuroshio current in the East China Sea, fed by the North
Equatorial Current (Gallagher et al., 2015). Contrary to the case of
the semi-enclosed Mediterranean basin, this large current system
intercepts atmospheric 10Be far from continental 9Be sources.
Foraminiferal proxies suggest an eastward deflection of the Kur-
oshio current during the last glacial maximum (Haneda et al.,
2020). A glacial current shift might explain the lower MIS20
10Be/9Be values of the Chiba composite section with respect to a
10Be/9Be stack (Simon et al., 2019). Finally, the absence of significant
offsets in the Montalbano and Chiba sections confirm the pelagic
origin of recycled Be sources.

The temporal variability of environmental effects, revealed by
synchronous term B and recycled component A, is inversely pro-
portional to the distance from the coast (Fig. 11). Core MD90-0961,
located only �38 km offshore the closest island of the Maldives
atoll, is the most affected. The following mechanisms can explain
the effect of coast proximity on multiplicative climatic modula-
tions: (1) boundary scavenging, which depends on sediment flux
(Anderson, 1990), (2) atmospheric scavenging, which is controlled
by rainfall, with glacial-interglacial differences showing prominent
coastal effects (Cao et al., 2019), and (3) boundary effects on the
surface-bottom transportation matrix representing the path of
settling particles (Nooteboom et al., 2019). The relation between
coast proximity and recycled Be fluxes is more difficult to explain.
This relation depends essentially on a single large value corre-
sponding to MD90-0961. Given the proximity of MD90-0961 to the
Maldives and the capacity of corals to incorporate dissolved Be in
their lattice structure (Lal et al., 2005), coral dissolution during sea
level changes represents a possible source of episodic and local
recycled Be inputs. The dissolution of coral carbonates is promoted
by ocean acidification (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007; Andersson et
Gledhill, 2013; Cyronak et al., 2016), which is expected mostly
during interglacials (Anderson and Archer, 2002). Indeed, the ad-
ditive coefficient of MD90-0961 becomes more negative during the
MIS 19 and 21 interglacials (Fig. 8), pointing to higher recycled 10Be
fluxes. However, comparing the 10Be/9Be records from similar
environmental settings over successive climatic stages would be
15
beneficial to confirm the proposed mechanism.
7. Conclusions

Detailed sedimentary records of authigenic 10Be and 9Be during
the last geomagnetic reversal at five sites from the North Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Oceans enabled us to test the consistency of the
10Be/9Be ratio as a proxy for the global cosmogenic 10Be production
rate. Relative differences between records can be explained by a
linear relationship between global 10Be production rate and
authigenic 10Be/9Be, instead of the direct proportionality predicted
by simple models of 10Be transport and scavenging that are used for
current reconstructions of the geomagnetic dipole moment. The
additive and multiplicative coefficients associated with this linear
response are site-specific and time-dependent. A detailed investi-
gation of the dependence of 9Be and 10Be concentrations on the
calcium carbonate content of sediment, which is one of the major
factors affecting the scavenging efficiency, permits to exclude
10Be/9Be artifacts related to sediment composition.

A simple coupled model for 10Be mass balance and scavenging
has been used to confirm that the 10Be/9Be response can be rep-
resented by a linear function with climate-dependent additive and
multiplicative terms. Non-zero additive terms reflect 10Be inputs
from sources with residence times >100 ka. Multiplicative terms
reflect the efficiency of atmospheric and oceanic Be scavenging,
which are in turn controlled by precipitation, sediment fluxes, and
oceanic circulation. Reconstructing these coefficients at each site
without an independent knowledge of the global 10Be production
rate is not possible.

However, it is possible to obtain solutions for relative record
differences, provided that all records share a common period of
time with large geomagnetic variations (in our case the M-B
reversal), which is long enough to capture a full glacial-interglacial
cycle. For this purpose, additive and multiplicative terms are
assumed to be functions of a common global climatic signal, which
we identified with benthic d18O. If environmental modulation ef-
fects are sufficiently small, the climatic dependence can be line-
arised, obtaining a solvable set of equations. The resulting solutions
lead to the following conclusions:

1. Additive inputs are relatively large, accounting for up to�60% of
the average 10Be/9Be level outside the M-B reversal, with little
variations over time, except for one site located near the
Maldives. They thus represent a site-specific, constant offset
that can be subtracted if the solution set includes at least one
core that is negligibly affected. Corrected records are propor-
tional to the global 10Be production rate, as required by re-
constructions of the geomagnetic dipole strength. The origin of
the offset is related to sources of ancient 10Be with age distri-
butions exceeding 100 ka, which are sufficiently large to cancel
geomagnetic variations. These sources might include terrige-
nous inputs and diagenetic fluxes from sediment at the ocean
floor, whereby terrigenous inputs are not expected to play a
major role at sites where 10Be/9Be is significantly enhanced by
ocean water masses circulations. The recycled Be flux is unaf-
fected by climate, and the large range of involved sediment ages
yields a constant isotopic ratio. We did not find evidences for
post-glacial ice melting at the North Atlantic site, but variable
additive contributions have been detected at the Maldives site,
presumably fed by coral reef dissolution.

2. Offsets display a step-like dependence on water depth, with a
relatively sharp threshold of 2.8 km. This means that recycled Be
inputs are confined to deep, old waters that are poorly mixed
with overlying masses.



Fig. 10. Mean sedimentary 10Be/9Be values (left scale, filled symbols) vs. the ratio
between the modern flux of meteoric 10Be from the atmosphere (data from Deng et al.,
2020) for the five sites analyzed in Section 4, and two additional sites for which a
simplified analysis has been performed using constant rescaling coefficients: Chiba
composite section (data from Simon et al., 2019) and MD05-2930 (data from
M�enabr�eaz et al., 2014). Arrows points to the synchronous component of the bulk
10Be/9Be during periods of regular dipole strength (open symbols). The thick dashed
line is the 1:1 relationship between sedimentary and meteoric 10Be/9Be values ex-
pected for an isolated water column without lateral transport. The thin horizontal
dashed line is the average of the syncrhonous component for the five sites analyzed in
Section 4. Bulk 10Be/9Be values of ferromanganese crusts for nearby sites (horizontal
bars) are shown for comparison (right scale, notice the factor two difference with the
left scale.

Fig. 11. Maximum temporal changes of additive (Aij) and multiplicative (Bij) climatic
modulation coefficients with respect to core MD95-2016 (Table 2), vs. inverse distance
from the nearest coast. The dashed line is a linear fit for the multiplicative coefficients.
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3. Multiplicative environmental effects are site-specific and reflect
mainly glacial-interglacial cycles. The Indian and Pacific Ocean
sites display a common modulation with respect to the North
Atlantic: the difference between these two groups of records
oscillates with amaximum amplitude of ±10e15% relative to the
maximum 10Be/9Be increase during the M-B reversal. This
amplitude is sufficiently large to mask minor dipole moment
variations during stable polarity periods. Because of the lack of
an absolute reference for the 10Be production rate, it is not
possible to obtain absolute estimates of the multiplicative
modulation at each site. Glacial-interglacial changes of atmo-
spheric precipitation patterns, sediment delivery, and oceanic
scavenging efficiency are expected to occur in the North Atlantic
and in the other basins, so that it is not possible to choose a
reference record with minimal environmental effects. Time av-
erages of the multiplicative coefficients represent the total site-
specific 10Be scavenging efficiency. Maximum differences be-
tween records amount to �40%. These differences do not
depend systematically on water depth, sedimentation rate, or
9Be fluxes. Differences between the sedimentary 10Be/9Be ratios
at Pacific sites are similar to the intra-basin variability of
10Be/9Be in deep waters (von Blanckenburg et al., 2005). In the
context of boundary scavenging (Anderson et al., 1990; von
Blanckenburg and Igel, 1999), they can be explained by incom-
plete intra-basin mixing: in this case, sites with largest 10Be/9Be
values are thus those that benefit from strongest lateral mixing,
which brings 10Be-rich water from the center of the basin to-
ward the margins (Igel and von Banckenburg, 1999).

4. The environmental modulation amplitude is inversely related to
the distance from the coast, with largest effects observed for a
core located �38 km offshore the closest island of the Maldives
atoll. Coastal amplification of climatic effects can be explained
by boundary scavenging, and by the enhanced sensitivity of
16
atmospheric scavenging and the surface-bottom transportation
matrix on coastal proximity.

While the observed environmental contamination of 10Be/9Be
records does not prevent stratigraphic recognition of large 10Be
increase episodes, geomagnetic dipole moment reconstructions
can benefit in several ways from the climatic modulation infor-
mation gained with our modelling approach. First, a sufficiently
diverse set of core locations likely contains at least one 10Be/9Be
record with most suited properties that can serve as a reference.
These optimal properties are: (1) negligible Be-recycling contri-
butions, which restores the required proportionality with the
global atmospheric 10Be production rate, and (2) minimum climatic
modulation amplitude, as far as it can be determined from relative
comparisons between records. Based on our detailed analysis of
five sedimentary cores retrieved from different geographical set-
tings, these conditions are most likely encountered in open basins
at sites (1) with <2.8 kmwater depth, (2) >200 km offshore, and (3)
located underneath a large current system extending over regions
with minimum terrigenous inputs. Scaling all records to match the
chosen reference enables us to produce a 10Be/9Be with reduced
noise and artefact contributions. An example or artifacts isolated
with our model is represented by incoherent short-term variations
with typical periods of 20 ka, which are likely related to rectified
precessional forcing of the oceanic circulation.
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